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Abstract. This work proposes a utility function that measures: 1) the vertical 
relation between notes in a melody and chords in a sequence, and 2) the horizontal 
relation among chords. This utility function is embedded in a procedure that 
combines a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with a Variable Neighborhood Search 
(VNS) to automatically generate style-based chord sequences. The two-step 
algorithm is tested in ten popular songs, achieving accompaniments that match 
closely those of the original versions. 
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1   Introduction 

The problem of finding chord sequences for a given melody has been studied by some 
researchers in the last decade. For instance, Microsoft uses hidden Markov chains in the 
development of “MySong” [8], a software that generates chord sequences from vocal 
melodies. Other researchers have used combinatorial optimization [10] and Markov 
decision processes [1] as mathematical techniques to find “correct” chord progressions. 

Nonetheless, determining when a chord progression can be labeled as “correct” is 
far from trivial and might be always open for discussion. From Chuan and Chew’s 
self-learning style based algorithm [1] to fitness functions for pleasant music based on 
Zipf’s law [5] or Schell's “optimal criteria” based on traditional harmony rules [10], 
the challenge has been always to find a utility function capable of determining when a 
given solution is better than other. 

This paper proposes a style-based utility function based on the pop-rock style that 
is comprised of vertical and horizontal utilities. This utility function is embedded in a 
procedure that automatically generates 3-note chord sequences. 

2   The Pop-Rock Style Utility Function 

The proposed utility function is made up of three main components. The first two 
measure the vertical relation among the chords in the sequence and the notes in the 
melody; while the third component measures the horizontal relation among the chords 
in the sequence.  
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2.1   Vertical Utility (Harmony) 

To measure the vertical utility of a chord sequence (solution), the melody is divided 
into sections of equal length measured in bars. Each section is categorized and labeled 
according to its harmonic function into Tonic, Dominant, Sub-Dominant, Not known 
or Non-tonality. For this work, the allowed tonalities are all major tonalities.  

A subjective scale was defined (Table 1) after a thorough analysis of multiple pop 
and rock songs, including those from classic bands like The Beatles, U2, and The 
Police, among others; and based on the musical harmony work by Kostka and Payne 
[4] and Piston and DeVoto [9]. This scale allows us to assign, for each interval 
between a note in a chord and a note in the melody, a utility value. 

 
Table 1. Pop-rock utility values for all possible intervals 

  Tonic, Subdominant and Not-
Known sections 

Dominant and Non-
Tonality sections 

Unison 4 4 
Minor second -3 -3 
Mayor second 0 2 
Minor third 3 3 
Major third 3 3 
Perfect fourth 2 2 
Tritone -5 3 
Perfect fifth 2 2 
Minor sixth 3 3 
Mayor sixth 3 3 
Minor seventh 0 2 
Major seventh -3 -3 
Octave 4 4 

 
Table 2. Pop-rock utility values for all possible chords in Tonic, Subdominant and Dominant 
Sections 

 

Chord Utility for Tonic 
sections 

Utility for Subdominant 
sections 

Utility for Dominant 
sections 

I 5 -2 -3 

ii -2 4 -2 

iii 2 -3 1 

IV -5 5 -2 

V -3 -2 5 

vi 4 2 -2 

vii° -3 -2 1 

Others -3 -3 -3 
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A second subjective scale was defined (Table 2) to measure the coherence between 
each chord and the label given to the section. For example, if a section is labeled as 
“Tonic”, then a I chord will have more utility (5) than a V chord (-3). 

In summary, the total vertical utility is computed using the vertical criteria for each 
note in the melody and each chord in the sequence. 

2.2   Horizontal Utility (Chord Progression) 

For evaluating the horizontal relation among chords, a list of twenty desirable chord 
progressions was built based on musical theory [3] and our own song analysis. Some 
of these progressions are the theoretically correct I-IV-V (i.e., Tonic, Sub-Dominant, 
Dominant) and the I-V-vi-VI progression, perhaps one of the most ubiquitous in pop-
rock music. For each progression found in a given solution, the utility increases 
accordingly to its length. At the end, the total horizontal utility is given by the sum of 
the utility for all the progressions found in the solution. 

3   The Proposed Two-Step Algorithm 

The proposed two-step algorithm obtains a chord sequence considering both the 
vertical and horizontal utility dimensions. In the first step, a GA searches for a good 
set of solutions according to the vertical fitness function. In the second step, the best 
solutions obtained from the GA are used to build a network where a VNS algorithm 
finds a solution targeting the horizontal utility function. It is worth mentioning that 
even though there are two objectives, the algorithm uses a lexicographic approach 
where the vertical utility is considered more important than the horizontal utility. This 
is due to the fact that a dissonance between a note in the melody and a note in a chord 
is far more notorious than a poor chord progression. 

3.1   The Genetic Algorithm Step 

The input of the GA is comprised of three elements: a MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) file with the monophonic melody, the tonality of the melody, and 
the desired rhythm value for the chords. The genotype is a vector of chords that 
encodes the chord sequence. Each chord is represented by a pair of integers (gene), 
namely, the root of the chord and its quality. Figure 1 illustrates an example for a 
given chromosome. A fixed-size initial population is randomly created based on this 
solution encoding. Each parent from P(t) is selected with probability pc for crossover 
and each gene in the chromosome is uniformly mutated with probability pm. Two 
types of crossover were tested: single-point and position-based crossover [7]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Example of a four-gene chromosome 
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The goal of the GA is to feed with good vertical-utility accompaniments the 
second-step VNS algorithm, which in turn, focuses on improving the horizontal 
utility. To provide the VNS with a good assortment of choices, M independent 
replications (runs) of the GA are conducted. The best solutions for these replications 
provide different options for the same section of the melody. Based on these 
solutions, an output network is created with all the possible solutions for each section 
as shown in Figure 2. In this network, each node corresponds to a chord that appears 
in at least one solution obtained from the GA. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Example output network of the first-step GA (input network for the second-step VNS) 

3.2   The Variable Neighborhood Search Step 

VNS [2] is used to improve upon the solutions found by the GA in terms of the 
horizontal utility. The objective is to find a path on the network generated by the GA 
(see Figure 2) that contains the maximum number of large pop-rock progressions, 
defined by the horizontal utility function. Starting from a random path, the 
neighborhood structure is defined by fixing nodes in some sections of the path, while 
freely exchanging nodes in the remaining sections. The local search algorithm of the 
VNS finds and matches nodes that belong to a progression that increases the 
horizontal utility of the solution. These nodes have a high probability pf of remaining 
fixed (correspondingly only 1- pf chance of being changed); while the rest of the 
nodes are randomly exchanged with those in their corresponding section.  

4   Computational Results 

The algorithm was implemented on JGA [6], a Java-based tool for rapid development 
of GAs and using the jMusic framework, a class (object) library written for musicians 
in the Java programming language [11].  

This section illustrates the two-step algorithm described in §3 (henceforth called 
GA+VNS), by finding evolutionary chord sequences to popular melodies. For each 
melody, the original chord sequence was used as its own benchmark. The algorithm 
performance was measured based on the fraction of chords that exactly match the 
original (called Exact Match); and the fraction of chords that exactly match the original 
or are a Major/Minor relative chord (called Relative Match). All the experiments were 
conducted on an Intel Pentium IV CPU running at 3.0GHz with 1024 MB of RAM 
under Windows XP Professional. 

Table 3 shows the melodies’ titles, authors, and their length; the population size 
(P), the maximum number of iterations (N), and the crossover type; the exact and  
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Table 3. Results for ten test melodies 
 

Song Length 
(Notes) 

P N Crossove
r 

Exact 
Match 

Relative 
Match 

Time 
(s) 

Twinkle Twinkle Little
Star (Jane Taylor) 

13  100 100 Position-
Based 

87% 100% 30 

Let It Be 
(The Beatles) 

25  100 100 Position-
Based 

63% 75% 64 

I´m Like a Bird  
(Nelly Furtado) 

28  20 20 Position-
Based 

25% 50% 28 

Mariposa Technicolor  
(Fito Paez) 

28  100 100 Position-
Based 

6% 85% 72 

Every Breath You Take  
(The Police) 

30  40 30 Position-
Based 

71% 71% 9 

Basket Case  
(Green Day) 

32  30 30 Single-
Point 

50% 67% 10 

Tears in Heaven  
(Eric Clapton) 

48  100 100 Position-
Based 

41% 50% 92 

Yellow  
(ColdPlay) 

58  40 30 Position-
Based 

54% 62% 30 

Buscando un Poco de
Amor (Shakira) 

102  60 60 Single-
Point 

65% 65% 92 

I Don't Wanna Miss a
Thing (Aerosmith) 

132  50 50 Position-
Based 

50% 53% 250 

 
relative match and the execution time. The crossover (pc) and mutation (pm) rates were 
set at 0.9 and 0.2 for all instances. The input melodies and the generated 
accompaniments by GA+VNS are available at http://hdl.handle.net/1992/1092 . 

Figure 3 compares the original solution and the generated solution by GA+VNS on 
Mariposa Technicolor by Fito Paez. For this song, the author uses two chords outside 
the tonality. In the case of the A Major chord, there is not a leading tone (C sharp) in 
the melody so the generated solution uses a G Major (guided by the G and B notes in 
the melody). In the latter case of the B Major chord, the lead tone D sharp is present 
in the melody and the generated solution includes the B Major chord and its correct 
resolution to E Minor.  

 
Original             G  D  Em  Em   C   G   A   D      G B    Em   Em C   C    D D    G G G G 

GA+VNS             G  G  Em  G     Am G  G   D      G  B    Em   G   C   Em D D    G Em G     

Melody 

 
 

Fig. 3. Original vs. GA+VNS chord sequence for “Mariposa Technicolor” 
 
In most cases, the solutions generated by GA+VNS show high exact and relative 

matches, resulting in good chord progressions. However, in few cases when the input 
melody is repetitive (e.g., The Beatles and The Police), the resulting chord 
progression is static and boring, despite the fact that it presents high relative match. In 
other cases (e.g., Furtado and Aerosmith) it happens just the opposite, that is, the 
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exact and relative matches are low, yet the resulting chord progression is pleasant and 
blends well with the melody.  

5   Conclusions and Future Research 

Finding the right chord sequence for a melody requires years of musical study and, 
even for professional musicians, it is far from trivial. The proposed two-step 
algorithm generates pop-rock style-based accompaniments for any given melody. 
First, it uses a GA that searches for solutions with a high vertical utility. Second, with 
the best solutions of the GA, a network is created and explored with VNS to improve 
the horizontal utility. The algorithm was tested in ten instances of pop rock music. In 
most cases the resulting accompaniments highly match those of the original songs.  

The proposed method is especially useful for amateur musicians who may want to 
generate chord sequences for their melodies in a reasonable time using evolutionary 
powered software. 

In the future, the algorithm will be extended by defining theoretically-supported 
utility functions for different genres like blues and jazz; including seventh and ninth 
chords; and finding the proper chords on more difficult static melodies. 
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